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Teena Makenzie – guerrilla warrior leader – sneaks, together with her group, deeper and deeper
into the underground.
After the extra-terrestrials took over Earth – decades ago – only the deep underground is safe for
the few humans that are left. Most people escaped to the space station outside the moon IO, but
Teena and her friends choose to stay and fight.
Jack Becker wakes up in a stasis sleep pod. He has been in deep sleep – in suspended animation –
for more than half a century.
Teena plans to escape Earth for relocation on the humans’ last stronghold – the settlement outside
IO. To do so they need space ships – and the only available ship is in the underground; the hidden
but still useable ship of Moon Trips Corp. – Jack’s old company.
Teena does not have the knowledge to start-up or control the rocket. But with Jack’s help, they now
have a chance to complete the plan.
Above the Earth, in a large alien command ship, the female alien commander Ceta, monitors all. As
the humans accidentally turned on an old alarm system when entering the Moon Trips Corp.
premises, Ceta now knows their whereabouts and follows closely every step they take.
As Teena and the group goes deeper towards their goal, Ceta sends down a small squad of
attackers to wipe them out, led by Dez – a young, but powerful, female alien captain.
Dez finds them and attacks. In the fight, most of the group is killed and Teena and Jack – now alone
– have to find and power up the old space station prototype. Dez closely follows them and makes
one last attack.
Teena manages to kill Dez while Jack completes the count-down sequence. Jack and Teena escapes
in the space station prototype as the old tourist rocket hits its target: the alien mothership.
Is this the start of a new dawn for Jack and Teena…
...and the Human Race?

EMMANUELLE VAUGIER

Emmanuelle Vaugier is attached as evil alien captain
Dez – a role that fits Emmanuelle perfectly.
Her performances continue to shine on television and
movie screens around the world. Emmanuelle may be
best known for her popular role as Charlie Sheen’s
ex-fiancé Mia on the award-winning CBS comedy ‘Two
and a Half Men’.
She has also appeared in feature films SAW II, SAW
IV, MIRRORS 2 and together with Christian Slater in
DOLAN’S CADILLAC.

